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Abstract 
As the Internet is quickly evolving from best-effort networks to a very critical communications infrastructure 
that requires higher quality Internet services and the delivery of such communications services become 
competitive, large-scale NSPs or ISPs have to concern much more on the performance and efficient resource 
usages of their networks.  This situation naturally leads the providers to seek a possible solution from traffic 
engineering (TE) methodologies.  Also MPLS VPN can take advantage of TE for more reliable and efficient 
usage of the managed network resources.  In this paper, we propose an integrated TE and VPN management 
solution for a large-scale MPLS-based IP autonomous system, which addresses TE and VPN management 
requirements such as the auto-provisioning, measurement, characterization, modeling and control of Internet 
traffic. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
As the Internet is quickly evolving from best-effort 
networks to a very critical communications 
infrastructure that requires higher quality Internet 
services and the delivery of such communications 
services become competitive, large-scale NSPs or 
ISPs have to concern much more on the 
performance and efficient resource usages of their 
networks.  This situation naturally leads the 
providers to seek a possible solution from traffic 
engineering (TE) methodologies. 
 Although TE has been a part of the everyday 
network operations for large-scale NSPs and ISPs, 
they have been depending on legacy TE 
mechanisms such as IGP metric-based TE and 
overlay network approach.  The former can solve 
parts of the TE problems but has some drawbacks 
such as “Blame Shifting” problem, lacks of 
granularity and instability.  By changing OSPF or 
ISIS cost metrics, a congested flow can be moved 
into a newly calculated path.  But this shifts the 
problem into the new path instead of solving the 
fundamental congestion problem.  Also this 
solution doesn’t provide global optimization and, 
thus, causes instability again.  The latter was used 
quite often for ATM and frame relay networks but 
has problems such as full mesh overhead, cell tax 
and lack of integration.  Besides the above-
mentioned drawbacks, traditional TE solutions lack 
the capability to meet end-users service quality 
requirements. 
 MPLS was introduced to address these 
shortcomings and to provide predictable, reliable 

and efficient TE solution [1].  Mechanisms such as 
Label-based packet forwarding, constraint-based 
explicit path selection and signaling are supposed 
to solve the problems.  Practically speaking, 
however, the existing MPLS implementations 
exposed a number of issues to be resolved.  Almost 
everything but signaling standard might be 
different and the obvious result may be 
unpredictable operations when more than two 
heterogeneous products are used in a network 
domain.  Online path calculation considers only 
one LSP at a time and causes lack of global 
optimization.  Also, since there is no standard way 
of defining a traffic trunk, it gives another burden 
to network administrators to come up with its own 
policy.  Finally, the traffic measurement, analysis 
and configuration management is purely left up to 
the service providers. 
 According to [2], Internet TE is defined as 
that aspect of Internet network engineering dealing 
with the issue of performance evaluation and 
performance optimization of operational IP 
networks. It encompasses the application of 
technology and scientific principles to the 
measurement, characterization, modeling and 
control of Internet traffic.  Most of MPLS/BGP 
VPNs currently deployed depend on LDP-based 
traffic forwarding.  This forbids the operators from 
taking full advantage of MPLS-TE capabilities for 
VPN traffic.  MPLS-TE and VPN is a natural 
integration to provide better quality VPN service to 
customers and efficient and reliable usage of the 
managed network resources.  In this paper, we 
propose an integrated TE and VPN management 



solution, Wise<TE/VPN>, for a large-scale MPLS-
based IP autonomous system, which addresses 
these requirements.  Even though TE is the most 
effective when applied end to end, our initial 
objective is for intra-domain and inter-domain 
issues are left for our future work.  Some of the 
core functionality in the server is described below.  
Wise<TE/VPN> stands for Traffic Engineering and 
VPN manager for wise Internet service engineering. 
 
• LSP/VPN Configuration Management and Quasi-
realtime Monitoring 
Wise<TE/VPN> can provide unified and consistent 
configuration panels for LSP and VPN 
management, even if the target network is 
comprised of heterogeneous routers and switches. 
Configuration panels are designed to be simple and 
intuitive, fully compatible with related RFCs, and 
various router OSes.  Configured and enforced 
LSPs are monitored by quasi-realtime based polling 
or notification mechanisms by COPS [3], SNMP 
[4], or router-specific CLI, and those results are 
logged and informed to network administrators via 
GUI. 
 
• Versatile Views of IP, MPLS, Routing (OSPF and 
BGP) and VPN Topology 
Not only a topological view of IP layer, MPLS and 
routing protocol specific views are essential for 
network administrators to efficiently understand 
and respond to network and routing behaviors.  For 
the sake of user’s requirements, MPLS views 
contain several sub-views such as a bandwidth 
allocation view, an LSP traffic statistics based link 
utilization view, a link affinity view, and a 
forwarding adjacency LSP view.  Another 
important function of Wise<TE/VPN> is to render 
a view of global routing topology and routing 
behaviors.  Such views can manifest how those 
protocols are configured, and along which paths 
flows are routed.  Since OSPF link-state database 
and BGP path attributes are also analyzed, network 
administrators can diagnose a suspicious routing 
behaviors resulted from a misconfiguration. 
 
• TE/VPN Policy Management 
Network administrators can easily edit, modify, 
save, enforce, schedule, and withdraw various 
policies for managing MPLS TE/VPN. During such 
processes, illogical policy conflicts are 
automatically detected and resolved by the server. 
 
• IP Traffic Measurement and Analysis for MPLS 
Wise<TE/VPN> provides traffic measurement and 
analysis capability for LSPs and VPN traffic in a 
quasi-realtime basis, so that network administrators 

can easily detect and diagnose LSP and link 
utilization, congestion, etc.  Besides, when routers 
support flow-based traffic sampling functions, 
Wise<TE/VPN> can measure and analyze per-flow 
traffic statistics which play a very important role 
for understanding the trend of traffic demand 
between routers, subnets, adjacent ASes and VPN 
customers. 
 
• Intelligent Path Computation, Recommendation, 
and Various Simulations 
Since Wise<TE/VPN> possesses the same 
Constraint-based Shortest First (CSPF) algorithm 
[5], which is being used by most MPLS routers and 
switches, it can precompute a path for a given LSP 
and check its availability before, the LSP is even 
enforced to a network.  Utilizing this mechanism in 
conjunction with measured traffic demand and LSP 
statistics, Wise<TE/VPN> can simulate link/node 
failures, and global optimization. 
 
This paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 
provides an overview of the server architecture and 
design principles, requirements and decisions.  
Section 3 describes subsystem details on their 
architectures and functionality.  Our 
implementation experiences are noted in Section 4. 
Finally, we conclude the work and itemize some of 
important future research issues. 
 
 
2. System Architecture and Design 
2.1.  Overall System Architecture 
 
Figure 1 shows a high-level view of 
Wise<TE/VPN> architecture. The brief 
functionality description of each functional block is 
given below.  The functional details will be 
explained in Section 3. 

 
Figure 1: Overall architecture of Wise<TE/VPN> 
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 Wise<TE/VPN> consists of a Common 
Service Interface (CSI), a GUI, a policy Server 
(PS), a resource monitoring server (RMS), a traffic 
measurement & analysis server (TMS), a routing 
advisor for traffic engineering (RATE) and a proxy 
agent.  CSI is service interfaces common to all 
servers.  Its functionality includes global 
configurations, MPLS TE/VPN specific 
configurations, topology management and traffic 
measurement & analysis.  These common 
functionalities are designed as CORBA IDL [6] 
interfaces to make the system scalable, extensible 
and interoperable with other related systems like 
network management systems (NMSs).  Design 
details are described in the section 2.2. 
 PS follows the architecture defined by 
IETF’s policy framework working group. [7]  It 
handles network-wide MPLS TE/VPN policy 
decisions, policy rule conflict resolution and 
admission control for MPLS networks.  It uses 
COPS protocol to transmit MPLS TE/VPN policy 
and resource information to/from a proxy agent or 
COPS-enabled network devices.  It automates 
complex MPLS TE/VPN configuration processes 
across the entire managed network domain. 
 Network resource and traffic data are 
gathered and processed by two servers.  RMS 
collects network resource information such as 
interface statistics, topology data and LSP 
configuration information.  TMS gathers traffic 
measurement data such as adjacent AS traffic 
matrix & prefix traffic matrix and analyzes them.  
They are stored in RMS & TMS DB respectively 
for further processing by other servers. 
 RATE performs simulation tasks based on 
the monitored, measured and analyzed data.  
Simulations supported are LSP path availability 
check, LSP path modification result analysis, 
failure scenario and global optimization. 
 Also communication between subsystems 
utilizes international and de facto standard 
protocols such as COPS, SNMP, CORBA, LDAP 
[8] and SQL to facilitate interoperability. 
 Integration of these functionality enables 
Wise<TE/VPN> to automate policy-based MPLS 
TE/VPN configurations including traffic trunk 
identification and corresponding LSPs provisioning 
and mapping from a traffic trunk to a VPN, to 
monitor, measure and analyze network and traffic 
behavior, to maintain optimized network operations 
and to provide analyzed data for future capacity 
planning. 
 
 
 
 

2.2.  Design Principles, Requirements and 
Decisions 
 
The main design principle of Wise<TE/VPN> is 
object-orientation.  With this principle, we can 
make our system more scalable, extensible, and 
interoperable.  Given a target managed network, 
appropriate object classes and their relationship 
modeling and object instance management provide 
system scalability.  System components can be 
added without modification of the existing system.  
It also allows smoother integration with other 
management systems due to the principle of object-
orientation. 

 

 
Figure 2:  Object Model for Common Service Interfaces  
 
 Figure 2 illustrates a part of CSI interfaces 
for managing MPLS topology and measurement 
data.  It shows required object classes and their 
relationships.  All classes specified with a capital 
letter C serve for configuration purpose and ones 
with a letter M serve for measurement.  TtM and 
LspM implement interfaces to set and retrieve 
respective measurement data.  For example, LspM 
class has methods to get LSP statistics of daily, 
weekly, monthly or yearly basis.  Node and 
Interface classes include associated classifications 
classes based on its type.  Node can be an IP node, 
an MPLS node, an OSPF node or a BGP node.  
Similarly, an interface can be an IP interface, an 
MPLS interface, and so on.  Although a node or an 
interface can be physically the same one, it serves 
different functions logically depending on 
situations. 
 Life cycle of each object is managed by its 
corresponding manager class.  Servers can 
communicate with these manager classes for the 
management of objects of interests such as creation, 
modification, deletion, searching for a particular 
object, etc.  By modeling MPLS configuration and 
measurement functionality into common interfaces, 
all servers in Wise<TE/VPN> can access the 
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necessary information if required.  This allows our 
system more scalable and extensible. 
 Our design enables representation of various 
topological views such as IP, MPLS, OSPF and 
BGP.  It can also represent measured statistics data 
over each topology.  For example, IP link statistics, 
MPLS LSP statistics can be captured over 
corresponding logical topologies.  This design 
approach allows Wise<TE/VPN> to be easily 
extended to add additional functionality such as TE 
for optical networks. 
 Besides CSI, all other subsystems are also 
designed based on object-orientation principle.  
They are realized using CORBA technology. 
 
3. Sub-system Architecture and 
Functionality 
3.1.  Policy Server 
 

 
Figure 3: PS Architecture 

 
Policy server consists of a policy manager (PM), a 
policy decision module (PDM) and a policy 
repository (PR).  Figure 3 shows details of each sub 
modules.  PM interacts with GUI, other PS or 
Network Management System (NMS) and PR.  It 
receives a policy rule, checks validity and stores in 
the repository.  PDM further encodes it into a 
COPS message and transfers it into the appropriate 
policy targets and processes any feedback events.  
The details are described as follows. 
 
• PDM Management Module:  To handle complex 
policy domain, each policy domain can be divided 
into a number of groups.  Each group is managed 
by a PDM.  When there are more than one PDM, 
this module maintains information on each PDM 
and finds appropriate PDM when a policy needs to 
be enforced. 
• Conflict Detection Module:  Before a policy is 
enforced, conflict(s) should be checked against the 
existing ones.  A policy rule is composed of 

conditions and actions.  This module checks the 
requested policy’s conditions and verifies that any 
actions conflict with the existing ones.  There are 
two types of policy conflicts: one with reflecting 
the current network state (e.g., available bandwidth, 
utilization, etc) and one without reflecting it.  The 
conflict checks for the latter can be performed 
relatively easily but ones for the former involve 
admission control decisions and other optimization 
issues.  This module works closely with the 
admission control module when an admission 
control decision is required. 
• Admission Control Module:  A policy rule can’t 
be enforced without understanding underlying 
network resource availability.  This module checks 
resource status and returns an admission decision 
for the requested policy rule with the help of 
network monitoring, measurement and analysis 
functional blocks. [9] 
• Target Management Module:  One PDM manages 
one or multiple policy targets.  It maintains a 
number of connected policy targets into groups.  
This requirement is essential to provide scalability 
in managing a large-scale network, which typically 
consists of more than several hundreds of routers.  
We solve this problem by thread based module 
design  
• Policy Processing Module:  When a new policy 
rule is created or an existing rule is modified, this 
module manages its enforcement schedule. 
• DB and LDAP Client API:  It provides an API to 
read or write into LDAP or Policy Information 
Base (PIB) [10] DB repository. 
• Format Conversion & COPS Server Modules:  
They encode and decode policy rule(s) into /from a 
COPS message and transfer it to/from appropriate 
policy targets. 
 
Policy target is a network element where the 
enforced policy rules are to be installed.  Most of 
the current network elements, however, are not 
fully policy-based management enabled.  We need 
a proxy approach in such a situation.  Our policy 
target architecture is designed to be flexible enough 
to deal with both COPS-enabled network elements 
and legacy ones.  It provides transparency in 
managing multiple heterogeneous network 
elements (NEs) via a NE independent API.  
Network element specific configuration interfaces 
are mapped to this common API so that the cost 
and efforts for development and management of the 
policy target can be reduced. 
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3.2.  Resource Monitoring Server 
 
RMS collects network’s physical and routing 
configuration information, performs auto-discovery 
of a target network topology and simple resource 
statistic like IP interface In/Out octets.  Topology is 
not limited to IP layer but includes routing protocol 
specific and MPLS layers.  MPLS topology is 
further divided into four sub-views: bandwidth 
allocation view, LSP traffic statistics based link 
utilization view, link affinity view and forwarding 
adjacency LSP view.  With such diverse 
topological views, network administrators can 
efficiently understand and respond to network and 
routing behaviors. 
 For network topology auto-discovery, RMS 
first collects system, interface and link information 
from MIB II [11] via SNMP polling and invokes 
the topology builder methods in CSI topology 
classes.  This method then triggers in sequence 
creation and registration of corresponding nodes, 
links and interfaces via node and link manager 
classes.  During this process, various types of nodes, 
links, and interfaces are identified given the 
information from the system & interface MIBs and 
other configuration information.  For example, a 
particular interface of a node can only support plain 
IP forwarding, MPLS forwarding or both.  Found 
objects are created accordingly.  Once the initial 
step of topology building process is done, it 
registers newly discovered nodes and interfaces 
into RMS and TMS servers for periodic statistics 
collection. Figure 4 illustrates this process via an 
interaction diagram and a sample source code, 
which is a part of the topology builder interface 
implementation. 
 

 
Figure 4: RMS Architecture 

 
 Since the various topologies are known after 
auto-discovery process, RMS can perform and 
initiate statistics monitoring processes such as 
interface inOctet/outOctet data and MPLS LSP 

statistics collection.  Not all monitoring can be 
performed by SNMP because some MIBs are not 
supported by the network device vendors yet.  For 
instance, many MPLS related MIBs are not 
supported by the most vendors yet.  Command line 
interface (CLI)-based monitoring is used as a 
temporary alternative in such a case. 
 
3.3.  Traffic Measurement and Analysis 
Server 
 
Traffic Measurement, characterization and analysis 
is one of the most important function in traffic 
engineering.  TE can be efficiently realized based 
on correctly measured, analyzed and historical 
traffic data.  Thus, TMS is the core engine of 
Wise<TE/VPN>. 
 Besides polling-based monitoring, TMS also 
depends on other mechanisms to collect and 
process raw measurement data such as cflowd [12], 
Cisco’s Traffic Matrix System (TMS) [9] and 
Juniper’s MPLS statistics file [13].  
 The TMS manages three kinds of traffic 
information: prefix matrix, adjacent AS matrix, 
LSP statistics and CE/PE-to-CE/PE statistics.  The 
prefix, adjacent AS matrix and CE/PE-to-CE/PE 
statistics are collected by cflowd mechanism.  
Cflowd consists of cflowd mux, cflowd and cflowd 
collector. Cflowd mux is responsible for handling 
raw data from Netflow-enabled network devices 
and making it available to clients on the local host.  
Cflowd is responsible for maintaining per-input-
interface tabular data for each device, and passing it 
back to a central collector.  Finally, cflowd 
collector retrieves tabular data from instances of 
cflowd and writes data in ARTS files [14].  The 
TMS uses these tools with minor modification to 
extract prefix matrices and adjacent AS matrices. 
 LSP statistics are also very important data to 
be collected and analyzed.  This statistics data 
collection is tightly coupled with the network 
element vendors.  Some support MIBs and others 
only allow CLI-based access to the data.  Thus, we 
decided to use currently available method to collect 
these data across multi vendor network devices, 
that is, CLI-based data collection.  When related 
MIBs are widely available, Wise<TE/VPN> can 
easily be modified to accommodate MIB-based 
data collection.  We also use other network element 
specific mechanisms such as Cisco’s TMS and 
Juniper’s LSP statistics file selectively for the 
accuracy of the data in addition to the CLI-based 
data collection. 
 

 
 

buildTopology () {
NodeRef node = 
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…
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Figure 5:  TMS Architecture 

 
 Figure 5 shows sub-modules of TMS, 
relationships with other Wise<TE/VPN> functional 
blocks and mechanisms used for interactions.  
Cflowd directly interacts with routers and CLI-
based collection is via a proxy agent.  The table 
illustrates how we process the measured raw data.  
We store raw data into four tables: day, week, 
month and year tables.  Each table has different 
measurement intervals from 5 minutes to 1 day.  
These statistics data is conveyed to its potential 
users (e.g., GUI, PS, etc.) in two different ways.  
LSP statistics data is a part of M classes in CSI and, 
therefore, directly written by TMS to CSI’s 
corresponding M classes such as LspTunnelM and 
TtM via CORBA when this data is available after 
CLI-based polling.  Prefix/adjacent AS matrix data 
is accessed by its users via TMS wrapper classes 
via CORBA again.  TMS, then, retrieves requested 
data from TMS DB and converts it into CORBA 
data types, which is returned as method call return 
value.  We will explain how this data is used and 
visualized to network administrators in section 3.5. 
 
3.4.  Routing Advisor for Traffic 
Engineering 
 
RATE performs routing control functions and 
various simulations to assist the network 
administrators for consistent policy provisioning in 
a managed network domain.  The network 
administrators need to know available routing 
path(s) for given constraints and network resources 
status (e.g., utilization of links) when particular 
link’s attribute(s) are modified, a new LSP is 
created or an existing traffic trunk is moved from 
one path to another.  Also, it is very useful to 
visualize what happens when a node or a link fails.  

For a long-term capacity planning purpose, a global 
path optimization simulation in a whole managed 
network domain overcomes the limitation of per-
LSP online path calculation. 
 Path availability check functionality enables 
efficient way of an LSP setup.  Our server resident 
constraint-based shortest path (CSPF) algorithm 
can be used to compute the availability of the LSP 
path with desired constraints before actual 
enforcement. Server-based CSPF can extend its 
scope to add additional constraints besides what 
online CSPF allows.  This feature is one of big 
advantages that offline TE server can provide. 
 Path attribute modification simulation allows 
the network managers to see the side effects of the 
modification such as link utilization changes.  The 
attribute changes range from simple single attribute 
change (e.g., affinity value) to an entire path for an 
LSP tunnel change.  This simulation helps the 
network managers to create a detour route when a 
particular link is congested and see the link state 
changes in real-time.  Since this feature is 
integrated with real-time policy-based MPLS 
configuration server, it can serve as a very powerful 
tool to remove such congested link. 
 Link/Node failure simulation depends on 
online protection & recovery mechanism and 
visualizes its effects.  There are four cases:  two for 
whether a primary is explicit or dynamic and two 
for whether a secondary is explicit or dynamic.  
Depends on the situation, the simulation can just 
visualize the result or calculate a path using server 
resident CSPF algorithm and then visualize it. 
 Global optimization simulation is performed 
by the algorithms that we have developed.  These 
practical algorithm can find near optimal paths that 
satisfy the given traffic demand under constraints 
such as user bandwidth requirement, measured 
traffic volume between an ingress and an egress 
routers,  maximum hop count, and preferred or not-
preferred node/link list. The mixed integer 
programming formulation also calculates the traffic 
split ratio for the multiple paths. For easy 
implementation at network nodes, the split ratio is 
chosen among discrete values (0.1, 0.2 etc.). The 
proposed algorithms are applied to the MPLS 
networks that permit explicit path setup. The paths 
and split ratio are calculated off-line, and passed to 
RATE for explicit label-switched path (LSP) setup 
recommendation to network administrators.  For 
more details, please refer to the paper. [15] 
 
3.5.  Topology and Traffic View Manager 
 
RMS and TMS collect traffic data and analyze 
them into meaningful information as described in 
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the previous sections.  These information can be 
much more useful when they are visualized in 
organized manners.  Topology and traffic view 
manager does this role. Figure 6 illustrates three 
different traffic statistics view: an adjacent AS 
matrix view, a prefix matrix view and an MPLS 
statistics view.  The adjacent AS matrix view 
represents traffic utilization between the managed 
AS and neighbor ASes in terms of Mbps.  Each link 
is divided into two parts, each one represents traffic 
direction originated from the AS that the link is 
attached to.  And traffic volume is denoted by 
different colors.  The prefix matrix view shows 
similar traffic utilization between pairs of network 
prefixes of interests.  Unlike the AS matrix that 
shows inter-domain traffic volume, the prefix 
matrix is aimed to provide managed network 
domain internal traffic statistics.  Thus, the prefix 
represents AS internal network addresses.  Also 
prefix level aggregation is supported to provide 
flexibility and unnecessary information filtering.  
The MPLS statistics view shows MPLS layer view.  
This means that both layer two links and MPLS 
LSP tunnel links are shown in the same topology 
diagram.  This helps the network administrators 
identifying which one is a logical MPLS tunnel.  
The bloon help in the diagram provides this 
information.  It shows whether it is an LSP tunnel, 
the actual layer 2 path and traffic volume of that 
particular LSP tunnel.  Note that the link color 
represents utilization in percentile not in volume.  
When more details about the link need to be 
represented (e.g., the number of LSPs that belong 
to this link), table format link details can be 
retrieved from the corresponding DB. 

 
Figure 6:  Traffic statistics view 

 
 Besides these views, a bandwidth 
reservation view visualizes available/reserved 
bandwidth on links.  Link color (affinity) view 
visualizes links’ colors in a “traffic light” form with 

a color palette.  Link & tunnel view visualizes L2 
links in one color & LSP tunnels in another color. 
 

4. Implementation 
 
Currently, we have almost finished prototype 
implementation of Wise<TE/VPN> based on the 
design principles described in this paper.  The 
complete prototyping will be done by the end of the 
third quarter of this year. System development is 
underway on Sun solaris platform.  MICO [16] is 
used to implement CORBA interfaces of CSI and 
other server modules.  RMS polling engine and 
other server internal functionality are implemented 
in C++ language.  COPS is built from the scratch 
based on IETF’s COPS-PR specification [17] with 
C++ language.  COPS server and client protocol 
engine are designed and built with object-oriented 
methodology to be scalable for future extension.  
POSIX thread is used to handle a large number of 
multiple policy target clients and maximize the 
system computation resources.  Various traffic data 
are stored in relational DB(s) to reduce 
performance burden.  Although Solaris is the 
development OS environment, other OS types such 
as Linux and FreeBSD will be supported as well.  
We use Java for GUI development for the obvious 
reason, that is, the portability. 
 Figure 7 shows a snapshot of our main GUI 
interface.  The tree control shown on the left-hand 
side can be used to create, modify and delete MPLS 
policy rules. User-friendly policy rule editing 
wizards are used for the ease of a configuration 
process.  Once the rules are created and stored, you 
can enforce the rules either directly into a specific 
network element of your choice or by a role-
combination.  The policy-based network 
management architecture by IETF recommends 
using role-based enforcement only but target 
specific one can be practically useful tool by 
network administrators who know the network 
topology well.  The topology view canvas on the 
right-hand side depicts auto-discovered network 
topology from various viewpoints such as IP layer, 
OSPF, BGP and MPLS view.  It also shows traffic 
utilization status in colors.  Simulations are 
visualized in the separate window to compare the 
existing network status with modified view by 
simulation. 
 Currently, we have setup a test-bed to 
evaluate validity of our system.  It consists of eight 
commercial backbone routers (three 7000 series 
Cisco routers and four M series Juniper routers and 
one MPLS edge router developed by a Korean 
company, RAONET [18]).  Various interface types 
are supported such as Fast Ethernet, Giga Ethernet, 
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155 Mbps POS and OC-3 ATM.  They are almost 
fully connected so that we can test diverse 
scenarios.  We haven’t started full-scale field test 
yet but are planning to launch that very soon.  We 
expect that some test results can be incorporated 
into our next version of the paper. 
 

 
 

Figure 7:  A Snap Shot of Main GUI 
 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
MPLS was proposed as a standard TE solution by 
IETF to address traditional TE problems but 
practical problems during deployment process have 
been identified.  In this paper, we proposed a 
powerful TE server solution, Wise<TE/VPN>, to 
overcome these limitations.  Yet, we have to add 
additional functionality to make it more useful tool.  
Traffic statistics reporting function is very 
important in the real operation scenario.  Current 
MPLS TE is for a single aggregated class type but 
QoS-based services require class type aware TE.  
Wise<TE/VPN> can be extended to incorporate 
server-based DiffServ-aware MPLS TE. [19]  As 
mentioned in the introduction section, end to end 
TE is the ultimate goal for true traffic engineering.  
However, there are many challenges associated 
with this research arena.  We will look into this 
problem very carefully.  Lastly, optical network is 
becoming the choice of the backbone network for 
large-scale service providers.  Our next long-term 
step is, naturally, to research and develop a solution 
for an optical backbone network based on our 
Wise<TE/VPN> architecture. 
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